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In this report we describe the setup of a collaborative engineering environment (CEE) for performing research on the performance of distributed systems. We provide the basis for implementing a multi-tiered host network that is capable of operating across several different computing platforms without modification to system software. The CEE allows multiple processes to be launched on remote systems taking advantage of distributed processing capabilities. The object broker within the environment provides a platform to test and analyze ?smart? network software. Smart network software includes but is not limited to algorithms and methods to determine which available processor is the best choice for performing a particular task or operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Most software applications are designed for a specific hardware platform and operating system. However, often an application is required on an unsupported platform. One way to address this problem is to port the application's code and compile it for the unsupported platform. This typically requires many tedious, error prone man-hours of work, and after the code has been compiled for the unsupported platform, it often results in less than optimal performance. I n order to avoid this overhead and poor performance, a better solution is to execute the application on the platform for which it was designed and interface to the application from the unsupported platform. This solution requires interoperability among v arious platforms.
Timely, accurate information is vital to Air Force war fighting capability.
Often, required information makes use of servers or data available at remote locations accessible through a host network.
This requires interoperability among various platforms and operating systems.
1.3. To address interoperability issues and intercommunication among applications written for different operating systems executing on various hardware platforms, the Object Management Group i (OMG) has created the Common Object Request Broker Architecture ii (CORBA) framework. The CORBA framework was introduced in 1991 to allow applications to communicate with each other no matter where they are located. They did this by defining a standard protocol by which applications can communicate through the use of an interface description language (IDL) interface. The IDL is a languageindependent specification to provide programmers the option of choosing the most appropriate operating system and platform for creating and executing a specific application. They also allow the integration of various applications through the use of a network. There are actually many other Agent types available 1 ; however, we chose the CORBA system based on its wide usage and it is distributed freely.
1.4. The IDL interface allows us to create and execute software agents independent of any operating system or execution platform 2 . For example a C ++ program written for a unix based workstation could be executed from a Pentium based PC running MSDOS without the need to recompile the code for the unix workstation. Software agents communicate together using an agent communication language. The agent provides a message based interface between objects 3 . Several definitions have been applied to agent 4 :
1.4.1. MuBot Agent: The term agent is used to represent two orthogonal concepts. First, the agents ability for autonomous execution. Second, the ability for the agent to perform domain oriented reasoning 5 . Third, reasoning to interpret perceptions, solve problems, draw inferences, and determine actions 9 .
1.4.6. IBM Agent: Software entities that carry out some set of operations on behalf of user or another program with some degree of independence or autonomy 10 .
1.4.7. Wooldridge-p; Jennings Agent: A hardware or software-based computer that enjoys the following properties: autonomy, social ability, reactivity, and pro-activeness 11 .
1.4.8. SodaBot Agent: Programs that engage in dialogs and negotiate and coordinate transfer of information 12 .
1.4.9. Brustoloni Agent: Systems capable of autonomous, purposeful action in the real world 13 .
In summary, agents are capable of operating autonomously and yet maintaining the ability to communicate socially.
1.5. For this report, we will define the client as the process requesting work, and a server as the agent performing the work. Agents have the capability of both receiving instructions and returning information. To reiterate, clients and servers are independent (they may be co-located or physically separated, and they need not execute on the same platform), but they retain the ability to communicate through an ORB interface described by an IDL file. For example, the server can be written in C++ while the client is written in Java. Additionally, the client and server can share the same hard drive, or they can be networked i.e. through the World Wide Web. . The downloadable CORBA software for both C++ and Java is available at http://www.ooc.com/ob/download. The report is broken down into the following sections. First we describe the location and installation of the CORBA software for unix, linux, and Windows based operating systems. Then we describe the use of the IDL for creating interfaces between C++ and/or Java programs. Next we describe how to write clients and servers using both C++ and Java code. We include both inter-and intra-network examples. Finally, in an appendix, we provide makefiles and scripts necessary for each step of the process. Throughout this report we will provide complete working examples for each step. 2.2. The installation of the programs is straight forward once the installation files are unzipped. To unzip the files, type gunzip filename.tar.g then untar the files using tar cvf filename.tar (where filename is the name of the installation package). If the file is from a PC and in the form filename.tgz just type gunzip filename.tgz. Then to install the specific package, follow the platform specific directions that come with the package. NOTE: The environment settings or variables a user needs to set depend upon the local configuration of the hardware platform and should be specified in the instructions for installing the package. Please see your system administrator if additional help is needed.
LOCATING AND INSTALLING
iii Information on the ORBacus CORBA compliant software is available at http:\\www.ooc.com 3. CREATING IDL FILES 3.1. Interface description language (IDL) files define the interface between the server and the client. The complexity of these files can range from low to high (depending on the size of the interface, the number and type of error handlers, etc…). We provide two, low complexity example interfaces to get started. We describe the components of each, and we describe how to compile the components in order to get the sub-components necessary to allow the clients and servers to function correctly.
3.2. The first interface is simple. There is no interaction between the client and server other than the client causes the server to execute. This interface can be used in a local network or it can be accessed remotely through URL connections. The following interface definition is stored in the file Hello.idl. In CORBA IDL, comments are denoted using "//". A module is similar to a package or class. It is optional, and ties the interfaces and functions together. In this example, the module name is MOD_HELLO. The module name is user defined, but must remain consistent throughout the applications. Next, we have the interfaces. There can be several in the same module. The interface is the gateway between servers and clients.
It defines the handshaking or communication between the servers and clients. In this example, the interface name is Int_hello. The interface name is also user defined. Inside the interface, there are one or more objects. In this example there is one user defined object: funct_hello. This object is also user defined. In this case, the object neither receives nor returns any information. The client can use this object to ask the server to perform some task. Now that the basic IDL is written, we can create the files required by the server and client to use this IDL.
3.2.1. First, we will create the files needed to create servers and clients using C++. To do this we use the ORBacus IDL translator "idl". We execute the following from the command line:
The result of this command is the creation of several files: Hello.cpp, Hello.h, Hello_skel.cpp, and Hello_skel.h. These files are required when compiling. The client will require Hello.cpp and Hello.h.
The server will require Hello.cpp, Hello.h, Hello_skel.cpp and Hello_skel.h. In addition, the server will also require the files Hello_impl.cpp and Hello_impl.h. The Hello_impl files contain the actual implementation of the function or object the server will i mplement. The directions for writing simple servers, clients, and implementations are found in subsequent sections.
3.2.2. The files and objects required to implement servers and clients in Java is similar to that of C++. To create these files we use the ORBacus Java command line translator "jidl" in the following command line:
This will create a sub or class directory MOD_HELLO that contains several Java based files required for compiling (creating the Java classes) and executing the Java code.
3.3. The second interface is slightly more complicated than the first. This interface allows the client to provide information to the server (in this example the client provides an integer value). The server then acts on the information and provides data back to the client for further processing (in this example the server provides an integer back to the client). This example is designed to show communication between the client and the server. Like the previous example, this IDL interface can be used for clients and servers that share the same local network or for clients and servers on different networks. The example below is stored in file Counter.idl This IDL file is similar to the first example, except a variable is passed through the interface from client to server, and an integer value is returned from the server.
3.3.1. Similar to the previous example, to create the files for a C++ client and/or server, from the command line type idl Counter.idl This will create four files for the C++ implementation. Creation of the server and client using C++ will be described in sections 4 & 6 respectively.
To create the files necessary for Java implementation execute jidl Counter.idl
This creates the class directory structure for the Java implementation of the server and client. The Java server and client will be discussed in sections 5 & 7 respectively. 3.4. This section describes the basic approach for implementing IDL descriptions for two types of interfaces. One interface requires no information back from the server. It is designed to cause the server to execute some specific command or commands. The second is an example of an interface that passes data between the client and server. In following sections, we will describe the C++ and Java implementations that accompany the IDL descriptions.
CREATING C++ RESOURCE AGENTS (SERVERS)
4.1. In this section we describe the process to develop simple resource agents or servers using the C++ high level programming language. We provide complete examples and instructions for compiling and executing the server. The first example is executed when requested by a client. It prints a predefined message to the screen, and it returns no information to the client. The second example takes as input a positive integer, N, value from the client. It then counts from 1 to N, while at the same time adding the integers from 1 to N. After counting is complete, it returns the sum of the integers from 1 to N.
4.2.
The code, compiling instructions, and execution instructions for the first example are described below. This file, when executed will print a simple message from AFRL.
4.2.4.
To compile the code for the server, the make file (found in section 10.1) can be executed with the make utility available from most C++ compilers. For unix the following command line will work: make -f hello_server_make_file 4.2.5. To execute the server, from the command line execute the following command: Server This will cause the server to execute until it is terminated with a kill command or ^c. Usually, the server will go into a wait state, where it will stay until it is instantiated by the client.
4.2.6. In this section we have shown how to write, compile, and execute simple servers for use with an IDL. A key point to note is that a server written in C++ is compatible with a client written in Java and vice versa. In the next part of this section we will give an example that can be executed from a remote URL.
4.3. The code, compiling instructions, and execution instructions for the second example are shown and described below. Or to start the name server then the counter server both, execute the script start_counter_server shown in section 10.5 of the appendix.
4.3.6. In this section we described the method for executing C++ servers remotely using a URL. This should cause the Server to print a message based on what is in the particular server implementation.
CREATING JAVA RESOURCE AGENTS
8. SUMMARY 8.1. It is not necessary to create the files described above in any particular order. Often times a program is written in C++. The IDL allows access to this program from other high level languages and other platforms than the one for which the code was written. CORBA is also useful for legacy systems. Interfaces can be written to existing code, thereby eliminating the tedious, error prone task of porting code. IDL over the internet, addresses two issues related to systems level engineering. First, it helps eliminate redundancy. By allowing engineers and engineering teams to make use of remote resources, we eliminate the need to reproduce work that has already been accomplished elsewhere. Second, IDL enhances communication. IDL creates the framework to remotely execute many programs and applications. This allows leaders to sit in a central location and make use to resources and expertise scattered throughout the world.
9. FUTURE WORK 9.1. Create resource agents for Air Force programs. One good candidate is the CENTS program that is PIed by Adaptive Inc. They are interfacing different databases and different types of objects. Since this is the primary goal of CORBA systems, their program would be an ideal match for demonstrating the capability.
(It also provides the opportunity to enhance the CEE system and commercialize results of SBIR efforts.) 9.2. Write intelligent ORBs that have the ability to choose one server over another to accomplish a particular task. Often times one server may be the ideal choice for executing a server application; however, there are times when the identified server may be overloaded with other processes. In this case the ORB should make the decision to transfer the request to another server for execution. This option has not been explored in this report. 10.5. This is the script start_counter_server: #!/bin/sh # echo echo "******************************" echo "* Welcome to the Server *" echo "******************************" sleep 2 nsid=0 srvid=0 deactivate ( #!/bin/sh # echo echo "******************************" echo "* Welcome to the Server *" echo "***************************** public: functs(){}; // constructor ~functs(){free_memory();}; // destructor void free_memory(){}; // frees dynamic memory int string2int(char*); // converts a string to an integer void int2string(int,char*); // converts and integer to a string int random_funct(int); // returns a random integer void upper2lower(char*,char*); // converts upper case to lower float max(float,float); // returns maximum float float min(float,float); // returns minimum float double perms(int,int); // calculates number of permutations }; // functs 10.8. This file, named functs.cpp, defines functs.h above.
// functs.cpp #ifndef _functs_def #define _functs_def #include "functs.h" #endif /*********************************************************/ /* */ /* perms */ /* */ /*********************************************************/ // // Returns the number of permutations. answer /= (double)i; } // while return answer; }; // perms /*********************************************************/ /* */ /* int2string */ /* */ /*********************************************************/ // // Converts and integer to a string. // void functs::int2string(int n,char* number){ int i;int k;int j; int num [4] return answer; }; // max /*********************************************************/ /* */ /* random_funct */ /* */ /******************************************************** processor => random processor number, range(1 to no) int functs::random_funct(int no){ int x = -1;
while( x <= 0 || x > no){ x = (int)((float)no * rand() / RAND_MAX); } return x; }; // random_funct /*********************************************************/ /* */ /* string2int */ /* */ /*********************************************************/ // // This function converts character strings to integers. 10.9. This executable shell script, script_java, is used to compile the Java code for the Counter Server:
#!/bin/sh echo echo "**********************************" echo "* Welcome to the Java script *" echo "**********************************" # $echo "unix" CLASSPATH="/usr1/JOB3.1.3/naming/demo/classes:$CLASSPAT CLASSPATH="/usr1/JOB-3.1.3/naming/lib:$CLASSPATH" CLASSPATH="/usr1/OB3.1.3/ob/lib/OBNaming.jar:$CLASSPATH"
